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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0354487A2] In an operating device and arrangement for an electronic digital switching and/or control appliance, especially a time switch,
having an operating element for its programming and calling up of stored partial programs, the second operating element for the selective input and
calling up of the current time as well as input and calling up of the stored switching times, by means of the combined operation of which its electronic
functions can be controlled or influenced, and associated modules, the invention consists in that the stored data records of partial programs are
formatted in such a way that they can be called up individually step-by-step with the first operating element from an organised sequence of function
blocks as a loop (145), the respective function blocks being processable following the hierarchical order of these electronic digital components or by
formatting the addressable main memory units (170) in predetermined order on operation of a second operating element, in that in each case one
partial series input with a third operating element is stored in its formatted register, and it is also possible for the mandatory indication of the data
sequences of the respective next program stage to be brought up on a display (558) and/or be read out. <IMAGE>
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